
Parent View 
and Settings
Once parents are signed up for ClassTag, it’s 
helpful for them to know how to navigate their 
ClassTag account and where to access 
account settings. If they modify just a few 
settings to match their needs, they are likely to 
use ClassTag more frequently,  and be more 
up to date on communication and activities 
happening in their child’s classroom.

Edit account & communication settings 

Message their teacher(s)

View classroom and schoolwide announcements

View upcoming events in “Activities”

Access commonly used links & pinned announcements 

View their own engagement stats

Access and view documents, photos and videos by 
clicking the Library tab

Parents can



Parent Setting 
Options:

Parents can access their settings and 
preferences by selecting “Profile 
Settings” at the top left hand side of 
the parent’s ClassTag page.

To find this option, click the three lines 
to open the sidebar, and then choose 
the settings (gear) icon.



Under “My Profile” parents can:

Create a classroom if they are 
a teacher or claim a school if 
they are a school leader

Add and edit their first and last namea.

Add a profile pictureb.

c.



Under “My Classes” parents can:

Here they will be able to add 
the class code of the new 
classroom they’re joining. 
Once they join the new class, 
it will automatically connect 
the new classroom to their 
account

Create a classroom if they are a 
teacher or claim a school if they 
are a school leader

View the classrooms and schools 
they’re attached to

a.

Join another classb.

c.



Under “My Family” parents can:

Once the new guardian’s 
contact information is added, 
they will receive an automatic 
notification to connect to the 
child’s ClassTag account.

Add an additional parent or 
guardian by adding their email 
address or mobile phone number

See all connected children on 
ClassTag

a.

See Co-parentsb.

c.



Under “Account Information,” 
parents can:

Decide if they want their contact 
information shared with other 
parents in their child’s class directory

Edit their sign in and communication 
preferences

a.

Edit their languageb.

c.
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If parents want to edit their communication 
settings, start by clicking the three lines at the 
top left hand corner of their ClassTag page. 

They will then select “Account Settings.” There are two 
tabs to edit, “Account Information” and 
“Communication.” 



Under “Communications” 
parents can:

Enable or disable the ClassTag 
Support Messenger button

Decide their preferred notification 
preference

a.

Decide on their frequency of 
communication

b.

c.
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This option gives them direct 
access to a ClassTag support 
team member.

here.

If you are curious what 
parents see when they log 
into the classroom, you can 
learn more 


